Summer Reading Response

This form is required to earn extra credit and a raffle ticket. Please complete each question using complete sentences and correct punctuation. You may choose to type your responses.

Book Title_________________________  year of publication ________

Author _____________________________  # of pages ________

On a scale of 1–10, I'd rate this book a _____.

Character Traits
Identify a positive personality trait that one of the main characters possesses, AND provide an example of how the character reveals that trait in the novel. (Ex: honesty, determination, courage, kindness, sense of humor, other...)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Decisions
Describe one decision the main character makes. Explain why you believe their decision is right or wrong.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Dynamic Character
Which character changes most during the course of the book? How do they change? What forces cause the change?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Minor Players
What other important characters are there in the book besides the main character(s)? How are they important to the plot?

Conflict
Describe ONE of the main conflicts in the story. In other words, what major obstacle or problem does the main character(s) encounter and overcome in seeking their goal(s)?

The End
Were you satisfied or dissatisfied with the book's ending? Explain your opinion.

A Tempting Title
What could be another appropriate title for this book?

Lessons Learned
What message or lesson is the author trying to teach the reader through this story?